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		Your event in 4 steps!

	

	
	
		1
		
			
				Make your selection:
				From over 3,000 product ranges.
			

			Select your tableware, furniture and accessories online. Alternatively, why not visit our showroom?

		

	

	
	
		2
		
			
				Choose your quantity:
				Over 100,000 items in stock.
			

			We’ll check availability and work towards a selection of products that meet your brief.

		

	

	
	
		3
		
			
				Select delivery and collection times:
				Delivery 24/7, 365 days a year.
			

			Let us know the date and time you need us to deliver and collect. We look forward to seeing you there!

		

	

	
	
	4
		
			
				Receive a quote:


				Your quote within 24 hours.
			

			If your query is urgent, please call 0208 481 9892. We can’t wait to hear from you!

		

	









	
		ALL PRICES INCLUDE

	

	
	
		
                       
               

		Premium Delivery Service
		
	

	
	
		
                       
                

		Tableware Wash
		
	

	








                            
                                Event furniture and tableware hire

                            


  Glass hire


  Tableware hire

Furniture hire


  Chair hire









                            
                                NEW PRODUCTS

                            

Options Greathire is always on the lookout for the most beautiful tableware and fabulous furniture to add to our offering. 

Check out a selection of new products that we’ve recently added to our range which are now available to hire!










		
		
			
		
					
									BEST PRODUCT
THE SOHO ARMCHAIR

View Details


											

			


		
		
			
		
					
									NEW COLLECTION
THE MAYFAIR BAR

The perfect Event Bar

Shop now

											

			




		
		
			
		
					
									NEW ARRIVALS
HAYWORTH GIN GLASS

Add style and texture to your drinks service.


													
						View details
					
							

			







             
                                FEATURED COLLECTION

                            

 
Looking for inspiration for your event? 
Check out some of our recent photoshoot collaborations with some of London’s top Event Planners, Wedding Stylists and Venues. 
See something you like? Our team is on hand to help you create the look you desire!

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                                                                     Goblets in Gold

                                            CLASSIC COLOUR COMBINATION
											
												
													 

													
														

														
														

													

													
														0203

														It makes for a popular wedding choice for those reasons, representing the new start for the happy couple and the rich times they will share. Every wedding deserves to be a glamorous affair, whatever that means to the couple. If they are looking for something elegant and classy, this collection might be just the inspiration you need. Each piece has some element of gold, making them individually useful in your overall event plans.

													

												

											
                                        

                                        
   Cosy glamour

                                            OPULENT ATMOSPHERE
											
												
													 

													
														

														
														

													

													
														0103

														Featuring Arabian vibes, luxurious fabrics, and eye-catching metals, there’s nothing quite like it. Our plush OLympic velvet couches make the perfect space to sit back and relax with a delectable cocktail or bar snacks. Divano ottomans and contemporary Sabrina chairs - featuring black edge and neutral upholstery - provide extra seating options and help the room feel layered and cosy. This setup is all about mixing textures, shapes, and materials, creating a layered room that provides a warm, welcoming, and bustling atmosphere for guests.

													

												

											
                                        

                                        
                                            Gin O’Clock

                                            The Great Gatsby
											
												
													 

													
														

														
														

													

													
														0303

														Drink in style with these voluminous Gin glasses that look like they’re practically bottomless. There’s something that says The Great Gatsby to us with these glasses - indeed, the entire picture. The Gianni poseur table and stools have a gorgeous black and gold look about it, making them the height of luxury. The symmetrical wireframing on the stand looks like a work of art. They are dripping in gold and look divine. If you’re looking to capture an air of high-class opulence, this is the way to go. Put a couple of these tables in a corner or discreetly by the bar and watch as people flock to them, decked in their finest attire, gin glass in hand, to enjoy the revelry of the evening.
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                                        February 22, 2024
                                    

                                                                
                                    

                                            Our tips for a successful corporate cocktail 

                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    Organising a corporate cocktail requires a delicate balance between professional objectives and creating an enjoyable, memorable experience for guests. Such events are pivotal for networking, celebrating company milestones, and strengthening relationships within the professional community. 
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                                        February 15, 2024
                                    

                                                                
                                    

                                            Ideas and list of equipment to hire for organising a wedding in England 

                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    Organising a wedding is a complex task, but with the right advice and tips, it can be an exciting and fun experience. Among the essential elements of wedding planning is the choice of furniture and accessories for your reception. Why not opt for hiring equipment for your wedding?



                                    Read more »                                

                            

                        

                    
                
	
                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                                                        
                                        

                                    

                                                                                                    
                                        January 30, 2024
                                    

                                                                
                                    

                                            Ideas and decor for your 2024 wedding

                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    A wedding is one of the most important events in a couple's life, and planning for it can be an exciting but stressful experience. When it comes to choosing a theme for the wedding, the possibilities are endless and it can be difficult to decide where to start. 



                                    Read more »                                

                            

                        

                    
                


    









Options Greathire is the leading Event Furniture & Tableware hire company in the UK & London & Europe. 
Events is what we do! Our team is passionate about helping you, our clients, create the most beautiful dinners, weddings & events. 
The most magical events hire furniture and tableware from Options Greathire! To make your event stand out speak to our team today! 
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Feltham TW14 0RX
	welcome@options-greathire.co.uk
	0203 609 0609
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Subscribe to our newsletter
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        By continuing to use our website www.options-greathire.co.uk, you are agreeing to the cookies used to improve your experience, personalise offers, and analyse traffic.
        
            
                I accept cookies
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How do we use cookies?



 


How do we use cookies? To find out more about the cookies and data we use, please read our privacy policy.



Please click on the button below to accept. You are free to change your decision at any time.





Customise your cookie settings:



  

Strictly necessary  Statistics Adverts














This website allows you to:

	Manage cookie integration on this site
	Track anonymous statistics
	Monitor the results of our advertisements





This website does not allow you to:

	Share recognisable information
	Track anonymous statistics
	Monitor the results of our advertisements
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